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ftitrod11ctio11 -The ablation of pellets injected in JET 1 produces a pronounced resonance effect at 
rational q - values of I and 3/2. After ablation, 111 = l ,11 = I and 111 = 3,n = 2 structures are observed 
as. compact snake-like perturbatio ns 2 by the soft x-ray cameras. The "snake" oscillatio n is caused by a 
rotating localised region of higher density, which can persist for "' 2 s . The observed effect can be 
used to measure the dynamic behaviour of the q = I and q = 3/2 su rfaces. In particular, new 
information on the evolution of the q - profile during sawtooth collapses is obtained. The 
characteristics of these perturbations. their relationship 10 rational q - surfaces, and possible 
explanations for the existe nce of the "snake" are p resented. 

Observatio11 of the s11ake oscillatio11 - Two soft x-ray cameras JA containing 100 detectors view the 
plasma with a spatial resolution of= 7 cm in orthogonal directions al the same toroidal position as the 
D

2 
pellet injector. Pellets of 2.2xl021 or 4.5x 1021 atoms are injected in the horizontal plane into 

ohmically heated JET plasmas (2.,. Br(1).,. 3. 3.,. IP(MA) .,. 3.6) with velocities of - I k m/s . 
Their penetration and ablation is deduced by observing the intense bremsstrahlung emission from 
interactions of plasma electrons with pellet particles, using the vertically mounted soft x-ray camera 
(fig. I). 

9537 VERTICAL CAMERA 

Fig. I Soft X- ray nux (vertical camera , 140 wn Be - filter) around the time of pelle t 
injectio n showing the initia l peak from ablation and the subsequent "snake'" 
oscillation. 

Immediately after pellet ablation. the x-ray e mission decreases due lO the cooling of the p lasma. 
J'hc most striking remaini ng effect is the observation of a snake-like modulation superimposed on a 
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symmetric e 1111ss1on profile. T he snake is caused hy the rotation of a small region of plasma with 
usually enhanced x-ray emission. The dimensions of this region and its position in the plasma can be 
accurately de termined both directly lrom the experimcntnl data . and also hy tomographic 
reconstruction techniques. A typical snake has dimensions of of - 15 n11 (FWI IM) in radial and of 
- 25 011 in po loidal direction. 

Plasma parameters i11 the snake region - The 1e111pcra1urc and density in the snake region arc 
determined from an ECE polyrhromcter and a 2 111111 microwave transmission interferometer (fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 
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Correlation of soft X-rny signal (top. non cclllrnl channel) with line density and '!~ at 
the snake radius. Different signal phases arc due to different measuring locations. 

Large density perturbations tm,/11, '6 I are deduced from the line integral measurements of the 
density using the dimensions of the snake region. The corresponding temperature drop is smaller. 
indicating increased pressure in the snake region. The temperature perturbation reduces after 
- 100 ms. although the density perturbation remains unchanged. 

The inte rferometer is d isplaced lOroidally with respect to the x-ray cameras by 135° and the p hase 
between the signals of the line density and the soft X-ray emission show that the snake has a 
to pqlogically 111 = I .11 = I structure. 

Re/atio11 to ratio11a/ q-1"0/11es -The snake oscillation seen in fig. I is clearly an effect associated with 
the q = I surface because of its 111 = I .11 =I topology and because its radial locatio n coincides wi th 
the sawtooth inversion radius (derived from lo mographically inverted signals). Moreover, a t this same 
radius a characteris tic dip in the D

0 
emission from the ablating pellet is seen. At the q = I radius the 

ablat ion rate is expected to drop . because only the plasma particles in a narrow nux tube. which 
intersects the ablating pellet. can con tribute lo the ablation. 

Another observation is that the snake oscillation is more frequentl y seen, when the pellet is injected 
just before a sawtooth collapse. At this time the q = I radius has probably grown to its maximum 
value and the q = I surface is mo re easily accessible to the injected pellet. as shown later. 

Occasionally. in addition to the snake at q = I. a perturbation of higher symmetry is also seen. 
Analysis o f the complicated soft X-ray signal patterns reveal a 111 = 3. 11 =2 structure. A clear 
correlation with 111 =3. 11 = 2 magnetic signals is also found. and the location of the perturbation 
~oincides with the calculated position of q =3/2. 
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Lifetime of tire s11ake - The local density enhancement al q = I can persist for ;;. 2 s without a 
significant decay or spreading during that time. This is even seen after several sawteeth which leave 
the structure unaffected . Fig. 3 shows the snake modulation during two JOO ms time intervals of the 
same discharge. Generally, the rotation slows down after some JOO ms and the snake is locked 
between sawtooth collapes (fig. 3 b, - 0.9 s after pellet ablation). During the sawtooth collapse a 
rotation is initiated for a short time. 

Fig. 3 
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X - ray emission (vertical camera) showing a long lasting snake. Jn the later phase 
(b) the oscillation has locked. The sawtooth does not chang,e the snake. 

The long lifetime of the snake can be used to make a continuous determination of the position of 
q = I. Jn particular, a large rapid inward shift of the q = I radius is seen during the sawtooth collapse 
phase followed by a slow expansion of the q = I surface after the collapse (fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 
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X - ray signals d uring a sawtooth crash. which shows the inward shift of q = I 
derived from the snake oscillation. 
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Discussion - In the ea": of an axi,~mmetric equilibrium. perturbations of te mperature {)T and 
den,ity 611 a rc expected tu spread out puloidally hy coll isional diffw.iun a long the magnetic field lines . 
A round q = I . the spreading times scale like : 

Given the pl~1sm~1 parameter~ in the ··snake·· region. these values arc found tu bi.: 

1,
1111

.ml - 100 /L\' for OT and 

These arc limes for the perturbations to fa ll below a 10 % level outside a ve ry narrow regio n with 
I 1- q I < 10 -~ . 

The observed long persistence of the density pcrturha1ion 1he refore implies the Jomuaio11 of a 
111ag11e1ic island at q = I due to the local cooling and 1he associa1cd ClllTCnt pertu rl>ation along a 
helical flux lube. We estima1e that a magnetic island of several cc111imc ters width wo uld grow within a 
time of - llJO w due to the init ial temperature perturbation f>T/ T "" 0.2. During this time ablated 
particles arc continuously deposited at q = I . which later arc confined e ffectively in the island. 

The persistmcr of the particles in the magne tic island. however. is difficult to understand. First. 
neoclassical (banana diffusion regime) particle confinement times in the snake region "re o nly - 0.3 s : 
and second . the toroidal precession of trapped particles wo uld lead to drift o f the particles out of the 
snake region on a time scale of only - 15 ms. A plausible explanation for the persis tence o f the snake 
may 1hen be given in terms of a new non·axisymmc1ric stationary cquilihrium . which has been 
accessed by the pellet injection . The higher densit)' in the snake region could l>e maintained by inward 
convection. in a similar hut not understood manner to the inward convection of partidc> in the hulk o f 
the to kamak plasma. 

Another observation is tha t the temperature perturbations become very small after - JOO 111;. 
H owever. calculiJtions show. that an island with the dimensions of 1he s1rnkc can te 111ai111aine<I by 
bT/T - JO -~ - w-1 . which is too small to be de tected . The required curre nt pe rturbatio n could also 
be produced by a local change of z,11 due to the electric potential associalcd with the locally enhanced 
deuteron pressure. 

The observed effect gives information about the <J - prnfile: First . the radial position of</ = I (and 
q = 3/2) are de rived . and secondly estimates of the central q value rnn be made fro m the radial shift of 
q = I during a sawtooth collapse. Because the change in q caused by sawtcct h in J ET is t;q - 0.02 
o nly5 

• a smooth q - profile has to be very flat inside q = I with q(O) - 0 .97 before the sawtooth 
crnsh in order to produce the large observed shift of r,1= 1 ( C;rq= l / r<t • I = - 1/3 . fig . 4). For the 
discussion of saw:ooth mode ls ii is a lso important tu note. that q = I exist s throughout the sawtooth 
cycle. and 1hat n saw1ooth collapse does not seem to cause n large rearrangement of the magnetic 
topology (cg. comple te reconnection at q = l}. 
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